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With an increase overall awareness of fair trade as a concept (91 to 92%), a brand awareness that is 
now steadily growing (after a long decrease due to the name change of our organization in 2013), 
and a label recognition that is still much higher than competition (77%), we can confirm that in 
terms of brand visibility the various actions undertaken in the previous two years have given positive 
results. 

In terms of meaning and content, the study shows that people generally know what is behind the 
label, they still trust it (90%) and have build a stronger relationship with it (43% in 2019 vs 39% in 
2017). 

Key question: is it enough? 

More contextual figures tell us that some aspects will need special attention. Indeed, when 
respondents are asked to rank which subjects are important to them, 69% of  respondents think fair 
trade is important. But when they were asked to set priorities, and rank certain concerns, only 3 on 
10 people put fair trade in top 5. Top 5 includes health, fighting against poverty, women’s rights, 
Environment, and animal wellbeing. The good news is that Fairtrade is active in many of these fields 
of concern. It also shows that we have here an opportunity to anchor Fairtrade in what lives in the 
society today. More than ever, we have to concentrate our efforts into making the public 
understand that fair trade is more relevant than ever (in the perspective of what peoples concerns 
are but also in the broader perspective of the SDG’s). 

Another insight gives us a path to follow: the 69% of the people who think fair trade is important are 
mainly woman of 50+. This also shows a risk at a longer term and invites us to invest in the younger 
generation. 

Price is the biggest barrier for purchase. But the study also shows that 47% of people are willing to 
pay more for sustainable products. Which is not the majority but it is a significant number of people. 
This also supports the idea that is important that we better link Fairtrade with sustainability and shift 
peoples perception of Fairtrade beyond the knowledge that it acts for “producers in the South” and 
fights against poverty to the understanding that in largely contributes to a (not only a more human) 
but also a more sustainable economy.  

Therefore we decided to go through an in depth process of reviewing our narrative. What is is that 
we tell, what is our message, what are the stories, what are the words that we use and which one of 
them are outdated and should be changed? How should we anchor Fairtrade better in what matters 
today for people? How should we adapt our strategy and communication? These are the questions 
we should answer in order to shift our narrative into a more relevant one for the younger 
generations and the broader public.  

 

 

 


